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1/ WHAT IS CONCEPT
DESIGN?

1/ WHAT IS CONCEPT
DESIGN?

Concept design is the first in four main stages in the
development of a new building. It enables functional briefing
and a return brief to be established so that the key project
outcomes are established. These key aspects of the project
are not necessarily resolved in this stage, but a path is
provided for them to resolved in the future. The general feel
for the building's form is established and perhaps an idea of
a look. The project can be priced with a reasonable degree of
accuracy to assist with the feasibility of the projects scope. It
is important at this stage not too dive to deep and attempt to
find resolutions to all issues. The concept must be allowed
to develop in the following stages, the natural progression of
any great building.

CONCEPT DESIGN

These diagrams illustrate the path that a number of projects
designed by ARM architecture have taken from their
beginnings in the concept design phase, to their realisation
as completed buildings. While concept design is an
important time for establishing many of the fundamentals of
a project, it is important to note that the design will continue
to significantly develop throughout each phase of the project.
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2/ GALLERY SITING &
INTEGRATION

2.1/ GALLERY SITING & INTEGRATION
Siting the GCAG at the western perimeter of the VOS creates
an inextricable link and book end to the VOS. Allowing the spill
out from the activated edge of the gallery to play into the VOS
whilst maintaining the VOS audience numbers of 5000 people
is a critical part of the success of both buildings as venues.
The landscape immediately adjacent the gallery is designed to
mediate the existing levels between the RL3.0 car park and the
RL6.5 western end of the VOS by creating a marvellous ramp
and grand stair connection. In this way the VOS will utilise this
entrance way for pedestrian access to and from the venue in
events mode. The Café zone to the gallery also allows for a
significant spill out under a great verandah that can be used in
VOS event mode, potentially as a VIP bar.
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The siting of the GCAG also allows for the VOS to function
during the construction of this stage without significant impact
on numbers. The Exhibit Lawn will likely be impacted during
construction which may temporarily reduce capactiy.

2.2/ ACTIVE EDGES

2.3/ BUILDING ADDRESS

2.4/ CAR ACCESS

The northern and eastern edges of the building are intended
to be the most active. Where the west addresses the car
park and the south is for services access. The open air foyer
is the entry point to the building and is intended to spill out
into the landscape whilst allowing for the connection to the
Great Terrace in a future phase of works. The eastern edge
to the building is veneered with a Café and Retail zone that
spills out into the landscape and the VOS and acts as a great
verandah to the building. Open, light and airy, truly subtropical and distinctly Gold Coast.

The building address is a permeable and transient aspect
of the building. The northern end of the building acts as a
grand stair and dedicated entry to the building. It addresses
the level change between RL 3.0, RL 4.5 and RL 6.5. This
address allows the building to sit in the landscape with the
existing infrastructure but will attach itself into the future
Great Terrace.

Largely unchanged in this phase, cars still access the site
and car parking in a similar fashion. It is still possible to
exit Bundall Road from the north or south and enter the art
gallery site from the northern or southern access roads.
The roadway immediately adjacent to the gallery is largely
unchanged except for a minor road diversion around the
gallery. The car parking is also largely unchanged except for
additional car parking spaces being made available to the
west.
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2.5/ PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

2.6/ LOADING

2.7/ PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS

The 731 public bus that traverses that site retains its dropoff
between the Arts Centre and the Civic Chambers. There is
provision in the concept design for the art gallery to allow
for tourist bus, disabled and taxi drop off/pickup in front of
the building.

Loading to the GCAG occurs to the southern end of the
building. A dedicated loading and events mode parking area
has been established. This allows art and general goods to
be easily loaded with minimal disruption to the functionality
of the gallery.

The master plan sets out to achieve a highly pedestrianised
landscape where walking and meandering around highly
activated nodes is key. The new GCAG creates and enhances
a highly active pedestrian flow through the VOS, gallery and
existing art centre building.
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2.8/ SITE PROXIMITIES
The site represents great opportunities to traverse on foot.
The GCAG will establish close relationships between activity
nodes on site in order to visually and physically connect the
buildings. It is the interplay between the buildings that will
create successful urban design outcomes for the site.
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2.9/ VIEWS & VISTAS
The Evandale Parklands site sits at the fulcrum of varied
and changing landscape of the Gold Coast. The site offers
magnificent views to Tambourine Mountain and Lamington
National Park to the west, to the south towards Broadbeach
and to the east the towering skyline of the Gold Coast.
Immediately abounding to site is the Nerang River which
offers wonderful water connection to the site.

ELEVATED VIEWS FROM THE GALLERY SITE
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2.10/ SITE LOCATION PLAN
Located to the west of the VOS, the GCAG is sited to
create and enhance relationships with the existing
buildings, and allow for the integration of future stages.
It allows for minimal impact to the existing road and
transportation network. It also manages the challenges
of the existing level differences between the existing
roadway and car park, and the existing internal levels
of the Civic Chambers and the Arts Centre buildings.
Through its elevated position, the GCAG also allows
for incredible connections with the Nerang River, the
hinterland and the Gold Coast city skyline.

The location acknowledges that the precinct is ever
evolving and this portion of the project is not undertaken
in isolation. With only minor modifications to he roadway,
the GCAG provides a dedicated and deliberate point of
arrival for tourist or school buses, taxi and disabled drop
off. This provides safe and equitable access to the gallery
without major disruption to the existing infrastructure.
The car parking is infinitely expandable and can also
be utilised as overflow from events in the VOS or Arts
Centre.

2.11/ MASTERPLAN & VOS
INTEGRATION
The siting of the new VOS integrates with the activity and vision
of the master plan. Creating an active node to the precinct as a
brilliant catalyst for the development of the future stages. Sited
on the old Administration Building site, the VOS utilises the
existing levels between RL3.0 and RL6.5 to create a audience
amphitheatre and active parklands. The space has both internal
and external modes that allow it to be truly versatile in its
operation, day and night. The new GCAG plays hand in hand with
this urban gesture and utilises the amphitheatre space as an
extension of its active edge.
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3/THE BRIEF

3/ THE BRIEF
At the project's inception, the stakeholder group established
a functional brief to act as the backbone to project. The
brief talks to the vision and ambitions of the gallery as a
cultural attractor, a civic heart for the precinct and the
entire region. It also defines the spatial requirements and
connections between the spaces. Central to the success of
the Gallery is the idea of surprise, intrigue and wonderment.
A journey for all the senses, highly engaging and intrinsically
connected with the environment. Climate control of the
spaces is key for the gallery to be able to accept precious
travelling exhibitions. A further ambition is to utilise one of
the signature pieces in the collection, William Robinson’s
Rainforest as a design cue for the building.

"THE NEW ART GALLERY WILL BE A
MUST-SEE DESTINATION FOR RESIDENTS
AND VISITORS WANTING TO ENGAGE,
APPRECIATE AND CONNECT WITH THE
GOLD COAST, VISUAL ART AND DESIGN;
ON A LOCAL TO GLOBAL SCALE."
“YOUTHFUL, AMBITIOUS, ADAPTABLE &
COLLABORATIVE LIKE THE CITY OF GOLD
COAST ITSELF.”
“A CULTURAL CENTRE OF GRAVITY, A
NEW, DISTINCTLY GOLD COAST AND
DISTINCTLY 21ST CENTURY PLATFORM
TO EXPRESS OURSELVES AND OUR PRIDE
IN OUR CITY”
Gold Coast Art Gallery Functional Brief
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3.1/ AREA SCHEDULE

3.2/ AREAS
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4/STACKING
STRATEGY

4.1/ SITE & STACKING OPTIONS
All manner of options were tested and workshopped for the
GCAG. A low ‘ground scraper’ option, a sprawling pavilion
option, a tall vertical option and a large format hall with a
vertical element. It was determined with careful consultation
with the gallery stakeholders, precinct partners and Gold
Coast Council that a gallery that maintained a smaller
footprint was desirable. The smaller footprint allowed for
the siting in a strong proximity to the Civic Chambers, Arts
Centre and VOS. It also allowed for the retention of much of
the existing road infrastructure. This footprint is in keeping
with the siting endorsed in the masterplan and does not
impinge on the future stages such as the Great Terrace and
the Hotel sites. In this way, the GCAG is active and furthers
the idea of a concentration of activity, rather than a series of
islands throughout the site.
It was also determined that the vertical stack of program
creates a more communal interaction with the function of
the spaces. The community is at the heart of the project and
civic program sits right in the middle of the building. In this
way the building is a truly public offering, engaged with the
community and appealing to all.

DISCARDED SITE & STACKING OPTIONS

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON VOS
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SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON SITE

MINIMAL ACTIVATION OF GROUND PLANE

ONLY MULTI-LEVEL EXHIBITION SPACES

4.2/MASSING & STACKING
WORKSHOP

WORKSHOPPING THE BUILDINGS MASS & STACKING
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4.3/ STACKING STRATEGY

Creating a stacked strategy for the Gold Coast Art Gallery
provides a concentration of activity throughout the building.
It enables a varied but completely connected experience
throughout the levels. This experience assists to keep
visitors intrigued and assist with minimising gallery fatigue.
The interconnecting stair provides a visual and physical
connection between the levels and draws visitors through
the building. The passenger lifts also manage visitor loads
with ease and can be locked down to ensure only specific
levels are available to visitors. The goods lift can also be
used as a passenger lift if demand or a special occasion
warrants it. This can provide an exciting addition to the
visitor experience. The stacked strategy also provides the
opportunity to reap the full benefits of the amazing views
from the site.
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4.4/ USER EXPERIENCE

As a major public building, and a cultural focal point on
the Gold Coast, the GCAG will cater to many different user
groups, and cater for a wide variety of experiences. The
Building is arranged to both accommodate and enhance this
wide variety of user groups, user experiences, and ways of
experiencing the gallery.
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4.5/SECTIONS
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SECTION A
1:200

SECTION B
1:200
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SECTION C

5/ ARCHITECTURAL
STRATEGY

5.1/ ARCHITECTURAL STRATEGY
The voronoi structure is a guiding principle for the
masterplanning of the site as a whole. A seed for growth,
a concentration of density and activity and a geometric
structural guide. The Gold Coast Art Gallery translates this
guiding structure into a three dimensional form making. The
basic functional stacking diagram is surrounded with nodal
points. These nodes create a three dimensional voronoi web.
This web is then intersected with the stacked form. Parts of
this formation are then removed to carve out the foyer, the
verandah and the terraces.
Perhaps like the rock formations of Springbrook National
Park, fissures or fractures form up the face of the building.
The undercroft of the foyer space is akin to the Natural Arch
or perhaps the space beneath a typical Queenslander house.

THE NATURAL ARCH, SPRINGBROOK

LAMINGTON NATIONAL PARK.

THE NATURAL ARCH, SPRINGBROOK

A CLASSIC QUEENSLANDER
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THE VORONOI IN NATURE

5.2/ SECTIONAL RENDER
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6/ FUTURE
STAGES

6/ FUTURE STAGES

The solution provided in this Concept Design Report for the
Gold Coast Art Gallery is both stand alone and ties into the
endorsed Masterplan. With each phase of the development
of the Evandale Parklands, the vision to closer to being
completely realised. Nevertheless, the Art Gallery is sited
and designed in such a way that it integrates with existing
infrastructure and the current VOS stage. The Gallery allows
for the future stages to plug directly into it without large
amounts of redundant work. The main entry to the building
has been positioned so that the future Great Terrace can
extend into the front doors of the gallery and deal with the
complex level changes around this northern area. The Great
Terrace is a necessary next main move in order to fully
complete the connection between key nodes and achieve
a much more level access to onsite buildings. The Great
Terrace phase also includes for the re-work of the ageing
Arts Centre Foyers that will properly address the Great
Terrace and entry to the Arts Centre.
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